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To

Shri Manoj Sinha,
Hon ble Minister of State for Communications,
Government of India
New

Delhi,

subJect: vlolatlon of DPE guidellnes against lntroduction of intermediary pay
scales, by Department of Teleconmunlcations - regarding
Ref: DoT Presidential Order No.6l-2/2O16-SU dated 2&n March 2OIZ
Respected Sir,

we are constrained to bring to your kind notice a blatant violation of DpE
gui':lelines a gainst introduction of intermediary pay scales, by the Department of
Telecommunications (DoT) in respect of BSNL Executives.

2.

After formation of BSNL on 1.10.2000, BSNL Executives were granted IDA
pay scales based on the recommendations of First pay Revision committee. But
two Executive cadres viz. Junior Telecom officers & their equivalents and the sub
Divisional Engineers & their equivalents were granted intermediary pay scales of
E1A Rs.985o-250-146o0 (lying between the standard E1 and EC fay scales
recommended by First PRC) and E2A Rs.1t87s-goo-Lz2zs (lying bJtrveen the
standard E2 and E3 pay scales recommended by First pRC), respectively.

3.

when pay scales were revised w.e.f. 1.1.2o07 based on the Government
decisions on recommendations of Second pRc, BSNL mentioned in its order that
"Revised IDA pay. scales for E1A and E2A will be notifred laterJ'. pointing out the
O M No. 2(70)/o8-DpE[WC)-cLVrr/09 dated o2.o4.2oog (vide para 2.vi), which
PPP
had clear$ iristructed against introduction of any intermediary scales and further
asserted that "If there has been ang aberratbns, theg need to be arrected", our
Association had been demanding grant of standard pay scales of E2 and E3 to the
above mentioned cadres, since tJrey were drawing pay in scales higher than the
pre-revised El and E2.

4.

After dragging on the issue for more than eight years, DoT vide its

Presidential order cited under reference (copy enclosed) has granted intermediary
pay scale of Rs. 18850-40500 (between standard El and E2 pay scales) and Rs.
22800-46500 (between standard b2 and E3 pay scales) to tlle incumbent
executives ofthe above grades. For the new entrants in JTo and SDE grades and
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we therefore request you to kindly advice
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With kind regards,

n!

Copy to:

r'

f
S{rri Pradeep Kumar pujari
Secretary, DoT
2. Shri Anupam Shrivastava,
CMD, BSNL
3. Smt. Seema Bahuguna,
Secretary, DpE
1.

